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Designer Tips
Basics for all the projects
If you are using 750 micron construction board you will need to
cut 4 layers of each section. If you are using 1000 micron
construction board you will need to cut 3 layers of each section.
You will need:
A sanding block
A good PVA glue (We used Pinflair Bookbinding glue).
A brown alcohol marker to colour the edges of each section
so that it looks like wood.
Patterned papers from the USB or from your stash.
Once you have cut and glued your construction board layers together
you will then cover them with patterned paper before assembling.
Make sure you let each section dry before moving on to the next.
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Bits and Bobs Shelf
Finished size - 11.2 inches x 11.4 inches
Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on which thickness of
construction board
you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
1 x Back
1 x Shelf Support
1 x Shelf

1. Glue the layers of board together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both sides with patterned
paper. Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour the edges of
each section.
4. Glue the Shelf Support in place, making sure it is
level. Allow to dry thoroughly.
5. Attach the Shelf to the top of the Support.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
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Book Drawer
Finished size - 6 inches x 9.5 inches
Box
1 x Top
1 x Base
1 x Back
2 x Sides

Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness of
construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
Drawer
1 x Back
1 x Base
1 x Front
2 x Sides

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
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Box
7. Glue a Side on to the left Side of
the Back section. Repeat with
the other Side on the right-hand
Side of the Back. Allow to dry
thoroughly.

1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

8. Glue the Back and Sides on to the
Base. The left-hand Side aligns
with the left-hand Side of the Base
and is approx. 6mm from the Front
and 3mm from the Back of the
Base. Allow to dry thoroughly.

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Drawer
4. Glue the Sides on to the edges of
the Base. Allow to dry thoroughly.
5. Glue the Back in place and allow
to dry. Glue the Front in place
centrally. The Drawer Front will be
slightly wider than the Drawer.

6. Attach a handle to the
Front of the Drawer.

9. Glue the Top onto the edges of
the Sides and Back, aligning with
the Base.
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Cuckoo Clock Shelves
Finished size - 6.7 inches x 10.3 inches
Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness of
construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).

4. Glue the Back on to the outside
edge of the Base. Allow to dry.
5. Glue the Sides to the outside
edges of the Base. Allow to dry.

Cutting List
(Construction board)
1 x Back
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Left Roof
1 x Right Roof
1 x Shelf
2 x Sides

6. Glue the Shelf in place.
Allow to dry.
7. Glue the Front in place.
Allow to dry.
8. Glue the right-hand part of the
Roof in place. Let it dry and
then glue the left-hand piece to
complete your project.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections. Leave
to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
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Display Shelves
Finished size - 9.4 inches x 11.3 inches
Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on which thickness of
construction board you
are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
1 x Base
1 x Back
1 x Sides
2 x Shelves
2 x Shelf Lips
2 x Shelf Supports
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

1. Glue the layers of board together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both sides with patterned
paper. Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour the edges of
each section.
4. Glue each Side to the outside
edge of the Back. Allow to dry thoroughly.
5. Glue the Back and Sides on top of the Base.
Allow to dry.
6. Position and glue the two Shelf Supports in
place and allow to dry. Make sure they are level.
7. Glue the Shelves on to the top of the
Shelf Support and allow to dry.
8. Glue the Shelf Lips in place.
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Drawer Set
Finished size - Drawer Set - 9.4 inches x 9.6 inches,
Plinth - 10.2 inches x 0.98, Pen Pot 6.4 inches x 3.2 inches
Pen Pot
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Base
2 x Sides

Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness
of construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
Plinth
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Base
2 x Sides

1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

Drawer Unit
1 x Back
1 x Base
5 x Dividers
1 x Top
1 x Long Side
1 x Short Side
2 x Shelves

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Plinth
4. Glue the Sides to the left and
right hand Side of the Plinth Base.
Glue the Front and Back in place.
Drawer Unit
5. Glue the long Side to the left-hand
outside edge of the Base.
Allow to dry

Drawers
(The quantity is for 7 drawers)
7 x Front
7 x Back
7 x Base
14 x Sides

6. Glue the short Side to the righthand outside edge of the Base.
Allow to dry.
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Drawers
7. Make all seven Drawers. Glue the
Sides to the outside edge of the
Base and allow to dry. Glue the
Front and the Back in place and
allow to dry.

of the Drawer dividers and then
glues to the Sides. Repeat this with
the next layer of Drawers, Dividers
and Shelf. Make sure the Shelves
are level.
10. Place the final Drawer on top of
the second Shelf so it lines up on
the left hand Side. Glue the last
Divider in place.

Please note that in the photos
the Back was already glued
on before the Shelves and
Dividers were glued in place
for illustration purposes.
We would recommend this
is attached afterwards.

11. Once everything is completely
dry remove the drawers and
attach the Back.
8. Position three of the Drawers
on the Base and glue a Divider
in between each Drawer.
Allow to dry.

12. Glue the Top in place.
Pen Pot
13. Glue the Front and Back to the
outside edges of the Base. Glue
the Sides in place.

9. Glue a Shelf in place so that the
underside of the Shelf sits on top
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Key Holder
Finished size - 7.9 inches x 11.8 inches
Note - This project requires small decorative adhesive hooks which are not
included with the collection. They can be purchased online or from a high
street retailer.

Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on which thickness of
construction board you
are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
Drawers
There are 2 drawers.
The quantities below
are for both of them.
2 x Base
2 x Back
2 x Front
4 x Sides
Key Holder
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Top
1 x Base
1 x Shelf
1 x Drawer Divider
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1 x Heart
(Just one layer of construction
board for the Heart)

7. Glue a Shelf in place so that the
underside of the Shelf sits on top
of the Drawer divider and then
glues to the Sides. Allow to dry.

1 x Hook Insert
(6 layers of construction board)

8. Once everything is dry, remove
the drawers.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

9. Glue the Heart onto the Back
between the Shelf and the top of
the Key Holder box. Allow to dry.

1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections.
Leave to dry.

10. Glue the Hook Insert in place.
11. Attach adhesive hooks.

2. Cover each section on both sides
with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Drawers
4. Make two drawers. Glue the Sides
to the outside edge of the Base
and allow to dry. Glue the Front
and the Back in place and allow to
dry.
Key Holder
5. Glue the Top and Base to the
outside edge of the Back section
and allow to dry. Glue the Sides in
place and allow to dry.
6. Position the drawers onto the
Base of the Key Holder and glue
a Divider between them.
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Large Tissue Box
Finished size - 10.8 inches x 3.5 inches
Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on the thickness of board
you are using. (See designer tips).

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

Cutting List
(Construction Board)
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Lid Sides
1 x Lid Top

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Tissue Box
4. Glue each Side to the outside
edges of the Base leaving to
dry thoroughly each time.
5. Glue the Front and Back to the
Base leaving to dry thoroughly
each time.

Cut 2 of each of the above from
patterned paper.

Lid
6. Glue the Sides to the outside
edges of the top. Leave to dry
thoroughly in between each one.
Do one at a time.

1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
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Layered Box

Finished size - Box - 5.9 inches x 3 inches, Plinth - 6.7 inches x 0.6 inches
Box
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Lid
1 x Sides

Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness of
construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction Board)
Plinth
1 x Front
1 x Back
1 x Sides
1 x Top

Large Insert Tray
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
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Small Insert Tray
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides

been glued in place. Slot the
other Side of the Lid in to the
second Side section and once
aligned glue the Side into
position. Allow to dry.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections. Leave
to dry.

Large Insert Tray
9. Glue the Sides to the outside
edges of the Base. Allow to dry.
Place in the bottom of the Box.
Please note that once this is in
the box it cannot be removed.

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour the
edges of each section.
Plinth
4. Glue the Front and Back sections
to the outside edges
of the top.
5. Glue the Sides in place and
allow to dry.

Small Insert Tray
10.Repeat step 9 to make
the smaller Insert Tray.
Please note this is removable.

Box
6. Glue the Front and the Back
sections to the outside edges
of the Base. Allow to dry.
7. Glue one of the Sides to the
outside edge of the Base and allow
to dry.
8. Slot one Side of the Lid in to the
hole on the Side section that has
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Letter Holder

Finished size - 8.6 inches x 9.6 inches
Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on the thickness of
board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction Board)
1 x Back
1 x Base
1 x Front
2 x Sides
2 x Front Decoration
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections.
Leave to dry.

5. Glue one of the Front decoration
pieces to the Front edge of the
Base making sure they are
both level.

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

6. Glue the Front to the Sides. The
bottom edge of the Front will glue
to the Front decoration which is
attached to the Base.

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.

7. Glue the other Front decoration
section to the Front.

4. Glue the Sides to the left and
right-hand Side of the Base.
Allow to dry.
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Make Up Storage Box
Finished size -

Big Box - 6.3 inches x 5.7 inches, Lid Box - 6.7 inches x 4.8 inches
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Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness of
construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).

5. Glue the Front and Back to the
Base leaving to dry thoroughly
each time.

Cutting List
(Construction Board)
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
Lid Box
1. Cut as per instructions
above. Cut paper as per
instructions above.

Cut the cutting the above
twice from patterned paper.
Big Box
1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of the
sections. Leave to dry.

2. Repeat the instructions Big Box
instructions.

2. Cover each section on both
Sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
4. Glue each Side to the outside
edges of the Base leaving to dry
thoroughly each time.
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Slider Lid Storage Box
Finished size - 7.3 inches x 7.3 inches
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Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on the thickness of board
you are using. (See designer tips).

5. Glue the square frame you
made to the Base, making
sure it is central.

Cutting List
1 x Base
1 x Lid
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
2 x Slider Rails
1 x Slider

6. Glue the Lid to the top.
7. Slide the Slider in place. It should
go under the Lid and sit on top of
the Slider Rail.

Cut the cutting the above
twice from patterned paper.
1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of the
sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
4. One Side is shorter than the rest.
Set this one to one Side. Glue the
two Sliders on top of two Sides
making sure they line up to the
bottom. Allow to dry thoroughly.
Once dry, glue these to the left
and right-hand Side of the shorter
Front piece. Allow to dry. Glue the
last Side to the Back. Allow to dry.
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Table Top Storage
Finished size - 5.8 inches x 4.9 inches
Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on the thickness of
board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction Board)
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides

1. Glue the layers of board together to
create all of the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both sides
with patterned paper. Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
4. Glue each Side to the outside edges of the
Base leaving to dry thoroughly each time.
5. Glue the Front and Back to the Base
leaving to dry thoroughly each time.
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Tall Box

Finished size Box - 4.8 inches x 6.8 inches, Lid and Stand - 4.1 inches x 1.4 inches

Cut the following either
3 or 4 times depending
on the thickness of
board you are using.
(See designer tips).

1. Glue the layers of board together to
create all of the sections. Leave to dry.

Cutting List
(Construction Board)
Box
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Recess Panel

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour the
edges of each section.

Lid and Stand
(The quantities below
will make both parts)
2 x Fronts
2 x Backs
4 x Sides
3 x Top
(On the stand the
Top is the Base)
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

2. Cover each section on both sides
with patterned paper. Leave to dry.

Box
4. Glue the Front and Back to the top of the Base.
Allow to dry.
5. Glue the Sides of the box in place. Allow to dry.
6. Glue the Recess section to the centre of the
underneath of the Base.
7. Decorate to suit your style. There are some
lovely designs in the embellishment folder.
Lid and Stand
8. Glue the Sides to the Front and the Back.
Allow to dry.
9. Glue the above to the Top/Base. Allow to dry.
10.Glue the second Lid to the top offsetting it
as seen in the photo.
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Tea Box
Finished size - 3.5 inches x 6.1 inches
Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness
of construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction Board)
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Lid
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.

5. Glue one of the Sides to the
outside edge of the Base.
Allow to dry thoroughly.

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

6. Slot the Lid in to the hole at the
top of the Side section you have
already attached to the Base. Slot
the other Side of the Lid in to the
second Side and glue the Side to
the outer edge of the Base. Leave
to dry thoroughly.

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
4. Glue the Back section to
the outside edge of the Base.
Leave to dry thoroughly.

7. Glue the Front section in between
the two Sides making sure that the
straight edge is at the top.
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The Thingy
Finished size - 8 inches x 11.4
Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness
of construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).

1 x Decorative Divider
2 x Sides
Cut a Solid Back from a single
sheet of construction board.

Cutting List
1 x Back
1 x Base
1 x Shelf
1 x Drawer Divider
2 x Drawers
1 x Letter Rack Divider

Cut 2 x Solid Backs
from patterned paper.
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
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1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections. Leave
to dry.

8. Glue the Shelf in place so it
sits on top of the Drawer divider.
Allow to dry.

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.

9. Position and glue the
Decorative Dividers in place.
10.Glue the Letter Rack Divider in
place making sure it attaches to
the Side of the Decorative Dividers
as well as the Back.

3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Shelving Unit
4. Glue the 2 Sides to the outside
edges of the Back. Allow to dry.
5. Glue the Sides and Back to the
outside edges of the Base.
Allow to dry.

11.Glue the two Solid Back patterned
paper pieces to the construction
board Solid Back. Allow to dry.
Glue this to the Back of the Thingy.

Drawers
6. Make two Drawers. Glue the Front
and Back to the outside edges of
the Base. Allow to dry. Glue the
Sides to the outside edges of the
Base. Allow to dry.
7. Put the two drawers in position
and glue the Drawer divider
in between them.
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Three Drawers
Finished size - 8.3 inches x 10.2 inches
Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on the thickness of board
you are using. (See designer tips).

1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections.
Leave to dry.

Cutting List
(Construction Board)
Drawers. The quantities below
are for all three drawers.
3 x Backs
3 x Front
3 x Base
6 x Sides

2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to
colour the edges of each section.
Drawers
4. Make all three drawers. Glue the
Sides to the outside edge of the
Base and allow to dry. Glue the
Front and the Back in place and
allow to dry.

Shelves
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Base
3 x Shelves

Shelving Unit
5. Glue the Back to the Base and
allow to dry thoroughly.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

6. Glue the Sides to the outside
edges of the Base. Leave to dry.
7. Place a Drawer on to the Base.
Insert a Shelf on top of the Drawer
and glue it to the Sides and Back
of the shelving unit. Allow to dry
thoroughly. Repeat this with the
other two drawers making sure
that the Shelves are level.
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Tissue Box
Finished size -

Tissue Box - 4.13 inches x 5 inches , Holder - 5.3 inches x 1.9 inches
1. Glue the layers of board
together to create all of
the sections. Leave to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
Tissue Box
4. Glue each Side to the top leaving
to dry thoroughly each time.

Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on the thickness of board
you are using. (See designer tips).

5. Glue the Front and Back to the
top leaving to dry thoroughly
each time.

Cutting List
(Construction Board)
Tissue Box
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
1 x Decorative Lid

6. Glue the Decorative Lid
onto the top.
Holder
7. Glue each Side to the Base leaving
to dry thoroughly each time.
8. Glue the Front and Back to the
Base leaving to dry thoroughly
each time.

Holder
1 x Base
1 x Front
1 x Back
2 x Sides
Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.
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Toiletries Box
Finished size - 8.1 inches x 8.5 inches
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Drawer
4. Glue the Sides to the outside
edges of the Base and allow to
dry. Glue the Front and the Back
in place and allow to dry.

Cut the following either 3 or 4 times
depending on which thickness of
construction board you are using.
(See designer tips).
Cutting List
(Construction board)
Drawer
1 x Base
1 x Back
1 x Front
2 x Sides

Box
5. Glue the Back section onto the
top of the Base. Allow to dry.
6. Glue one of the Sides to the
outside edge of the Base and
allow to dry.

Box
1 x Back
1 x Base
2 x Sides
1 x Shelf
1 x Front
1 x Front Insert (Only cut 1 layer of
construction board for this.)
1 x Lid

7. Slot the Lid in to the glued Side.
Slot the other Side of the Lid in
to the other Side of the box and
keeping it in there glue the Side to
the box. Allow to dry thoroughly.
8. Place the Drawer on to the Base of
the box. Place the Shelf on top of
the Drawer and once positioned
glue the Shelf to the Back and the
Sides of the box. Allow to dry.

Cut the above twice
from patterned paper.

9. Glue the Front insert to the Back
of the Front. Glue the Front to the
top of the Shelf and the Sides of
the Box. Allow to dry.

1. Glue the layers of board together
to create all of the sections. Leave
to dry.
2. Cover each section on both
sides with patterned paper.
Leave to dry.
3. Use an alcohol marker to colour
the edges of each section.
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